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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

1. Has the CAO (Condominium Authority of Ontario) set aside a budget for the Phase 1 POC, 

or will there be a budget approval process required before the project begins?  

Answer: There is no predetermined budget at this moment.  

2. Does CAO utilize Office 365, Teams, and other Microsoft tools? Will CAO provide the 

licenses? 

Answer: CAO currently leverages Microsoft Suite of Products (365, Teams, Dynamics 

365 (CRM), Azure AD, Power BI, Power Apps, Flow etc.). CAO’s BI & Analytics team has 

expertise with Microsoft Azure, as an example Microsoft DWH technology has been 

provided in the POC design. However, CAO is technology agnostic and can leverage any 

technology that best suits our needs upon further discussion. All the licenses will be 

provided. We are not using Azure Data Store or Data factory right now. 

3. Does CAO currently have a license agreement in place with Microsoft? 

Answer: The CAO currently has licensing agreements in place with Microsoft for M365, 

Azure and any productivity tools we utilize. Our licensing is provided through KPMG as 

the Microsoft partner. 

4. Upon successful completion of the Phase 1 POC, does CAO plan to continue to expand 

the data warehouse in spring/summer 2022 with the selected partner? 

Answer: If the partnership after POC is deemed satisfactory to CAO, we will proceed to 

work with the vendor in the Spring/Summer of 2022, pending other organizational priorities 

of course.  

5. Is this a multi-phased project where this is the first Phase? 

Answer: Yes, it is a multi-phased project. As we progress with the POC (Phase 1) 

implementation, CAO eventually wants to build an enterprise wide DWH that best serves 

our purpose. Business requirements and scope for subsequent phases are currently in 

the concept stages.  

6. Will the successful proponent of this phase be the one to complete additional phases 

Answer: Upon your RFS proposal submission, we would review and revert with any 

questions we may have for you and Vendor gets an opportunity to respond to our 

questions. In this RFS process we have other vendors participating as well. CAO will 

review all the proposals and offer for the project.  

7. What’s the profile and access model for these users (owner, renter, real estate agent etc.) 

Answer: These are condominium board of directors and/or condominium managers 

providing the information. 
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8. Are you already storing and using data inside Azure private cloud (warehouse, blob)? 

Answer: We are currently taking backups to store the historical granular data in the form 

of spreadsheets. The scope of this project is to store historical operational data, 

aggregated descriptive statistics that will enables historical data analysis. 

9. Where’s the source data coming from to build the data warehouse inside public cloud? 

Answer: For the initial Phase, the data will come from the CRM. In the future, CAO will 

use other data sources that could range from databases, file storage and other information 

management systems. 

10. Who is accessing the data warehouse? 

Answer: This data warehouse is for CAO’s internal use only. It will be frequently accessed 

by staff trained in information management, security, and data analysis. However, we 

would like to scale it for the external use when it is deemed to be. 

11. Are you looking to build an application on top of this data warehouse? 

Answer: There will be a reporting tool built on top of the DW, using Power BI. The 

reporting tool could include reports, dashboards, and manual on-demand queries. CAO 

might utilise the data stored within this data warehouse to develop other business and 

public facing applications in the future. 

12. Are you also looking for us to provide guidance and architecture around Cyber Security 

such as Identity, Access, Audit, Compliance? 

Answer: Not specifically looking for guidance or architecture around cyber security. The 

data warehouse solution we would like to build should have proper security controls and 

data protection which are in line with industry benchmarks. We perform a penetration test 

annually and as such the solution must pass the test. 

13. What platform is the CAO’s CRM on? Is it on VM server? 

Answer: Platform: Microsoft Dynamics 365, VM: Hosted on Microsoft SaaS Environment 

14. Technical Details: 

i. Size of CRM Data for initial Load: Under 250 GB - Only for the Phase 1 of project 

ii. Current Network Architecture: We have 1 dedicated internet line for the office. We 

are completely on Microsoft cloud and do not have our own data centre. 

iii. Microsoft Architecture /Services & Technical Governance: Using Azure Active 

Directory (AAD) and B2C for Single Sign On. We are using resources provided by MS 

in their SaaS environment.  

iv. Change Management: Using TFS and will be moving to DevOps Git. 

v. Reporting: CAO has an internal data team who will self-serve reports and dashboards 

from the Data Warehouse. There will be the need to build semantic layer/reporting 

views on top of the data as part of the POC. 
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15. Reporting & Data Architecture: 

i. Power BI is the reporting tool currently we leverage to create reports and Dashboards. 

We have Power BI Pro licenses as part of Microsoft Subscription. 

ii. Reporting requirements are met by developing reports and dashboards using both 

“point in time” and “dynamic” data sources. 

iii. Our New Reporting Goals: To streamline the data coming from different data sources 

(DBs, Spreadsheets, Third-Party tools) and enable fetching the data from the single 

source (DWH). Another key requirement of this project is to be able to report on 

historical data which are not stored in operational entities. 

iv. Total User Count: Number of Unique users who will access the reporting infrastructure 

Daily: 25, Monthly: 50, Annually: 100 

v. Semantic Layer: We anticipate the development of a semantic reporting layer from the 

data store in the data warehouse. There will be the need to develop one as a part of 

this Phase 1. 

16. How often is the data updated? How many years of historical data to be loaded? 

Answer: CRM is a live production system. Therefore, the data is updated regularly. We 

expect the Data Warehouse to be able to capture all the changes during the refresh, as 

well as keep the historical data intact. At least 7 years of historical data is to be loaded 

into the DWH. 

17. What existing infrastructure exists? 

Answer: Currently, data is consumed in Power BI from various sources (databases, file 

storage, information technology systems etc.).  

18. What does DAA stand for under the proposal inclusion section in RFS? 

Answer: Please check out the link to learn more about Delegated Administrative Authority 

(DAA)  

19. Is CAO open to amendments to their Service Agreement?  

Answer: CAO’s has a standardized procurement process which is outlined in the service 

agreement. However, please let us know if you have any specific concerns regarding the 

Service Agreement so the CAO could assess and address them individually.  

20. When does CAO’s fiscal year end? Does the volume of Data grow after end of that fiscal 

Year? Tell us the frequency of data reconciliation. 

Answer: The fiscal year at CAO starts at April 1 and ends on March 31. The volume of 

data keeps on growing everyday. The data may need to be reconciled as such that the 

changes in operational source systems are preserved in the Data Warehouse. 

 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/about-consumer-protection-ontario-administrative-authorities
https://www.ontario.ca/page/about-consumer-protection-ontario-administrative-authorities
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21. Where will be the POC (Proof of concept) environment provisioned, and will that be 

provided by CAO? 

Answer: The POC environment must be provisioned within Data Centres in Canada under 

CAO environment/subscription. Please be advised that CAO is technology agnostic, we 

are open to other ideas. 


